
CLOUD 
anthracite

CLOUD 
light grey

BULL 
black

BULL 
brown

BULL
nature

TEA&COFFEE TRAY

TEA&COFFEE TRAY M
6 small bowls & wood box
W:28xL:36xH:2,8 cm

TEA&COFFEE TRAY M
4 small bowls & wood box
W:28xL:36xH:2,8 cm

TEA&COFFEE TRAY M
2 small bowls
W:28xL:36xH:2,8 cm

TEA&COFFEE TRAY M
3 small bowls
W:28xL:36xH:2,8 cm

TEA&COFFEE TRAY S 
2 small bowls
W:29xL:29xH:2,8 cm

TEA&COFFEE TRAY S 
3 small bowls
W:29xL:29xH:2,8 cm

This is a functional and decorative aluminum tray, with an 
exchangeable recycled leather inlay. You can place tea, coffee 
capsules, sugar or snacks. The wood box has an optional lid made 
from recycled leather. The tray is available in anthracite, bronze 
and metallic. The small bowl is available in anthracite, and can be 
customized in other colours.

The inlay is available in our 3 mm recycled leather quality, page 67. 
Possibilities of designs are endless, and can be customized at a 
minimum of only 50 inlays. The holes for coffe capsules match the 
capsules from Nespresso, but can be customized to fit any type of 
coffe capsules.
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This tray is perfect for small serving such as drinks, coffee or snacks. 
It can also be placed in a hotel room or at the reception and used for 
storage or to display selected items. The tray is made of aluminum 
and on the inside, it is covered with exchangeable recycled leather. 
The aluminum is available in the colours anthracite, bronze or 
metallic. The leather inlay is available in a variety of beautiful 
costumized colours.

This decorative aluminum tray is designed for smaller servings, as a 
permanent tray or for storing small accessories. The tray is decorated 
with an exchangeable recycled leather inlay. The aluminum tray is 
available in the colours anthracite, bronze and metallic. The leather 
inlay can be colour customized after request in all our available 
leather surfaces and leather colours.

TRAY SQUARE MINI TRAY SQUARE STRAY
SQUARE MINI

ALU anthracite ALU bronze ALU metallic

TRAY SQUARE MINI
W:22xL:22xH:4,8 cm

ALU anthracite ALU bronze ALU metallic

TRAY SQUARE S
W:29xL:29xH:2,8 cm

TRAY
SQUARE S
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This beautiful aluminum tray is perfect for medium sized servings. 
Use it to serve breakfast to your guests or as a beautiful way to 
showcase accessories such as flowers or candleholders. The tray 
is decorated with a leather inlay that can be replaced as needed 
or wanted. The leather inlay is available in a variety of colours and 
surface structures and it is therefore possible to match the style you 
want. The tray itself is available in the colours anthracite, bronze and 
metallic.

TRAY SQUARE M
The TRAY SQUARE L is designed with a combination of aluminum 
and leather, which gives it a minimalist and modern look. The tray 
comes with a decorative leather inlay that can easily be picked up 
and cleaned. The smart leather inlay gives it a unique look, as you 
can choose from a range of colours to suit your style. The aluminum 
tray is available in the colours anthracite, bronze and metallic. Use 
the tray for decoration, storage or to serve meals for your guests in 
the hotel rooms.

TRAY SQUARE L

TRAY
SQUARE M

TRAY
SQUARE L

ALU anthracite ALU bronze ALU metallicALU anthracite ALU bronze ALU metallic

TRAY SQUARE M
W:28xL:36xH:2,8 cm

TRAY SQUARE L
W:37xL:47xH:3,5 cm
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The TRAY SQUARE XL is designed to match a minimalist and modern 
look which makes it easy to fit in wherever you place them. The tray 
comes with a leather inlay that can easily be picked up, flipped or 
replaced with another colour or surface structure. The tray is available 
in the colours anthracite, bronze and metallic. Use this extra large 
tray to serve lovely and tasty meals to your guests or use it to display 
beautiful accessories.

This ICON TRAY is not only functional but a real eye-catcher. It can be 
turned in different directions and the expression will change. The tray 
is designed in thin black aluminum and comes with an exchangeable 
leather inlay that is available in a variety of colours and surfaces. 
Use it as a serving tray, decorative tray or as a storing tray for small 
accessories.

TRAY SQUARE XL

ICON TRAY

SLIM TRAY
This is an elegant and minimalistic 
steel tray, coated with recycled 
leather. It fits perfectly to any table 
top, any hotel room and the items 
it caries. Place beautiful soaps and 
creams on the tray to give your 
guests a luxurious and exclusive 
experience or use it to serve delicious 
snacks and drinks in the lobby.

TRAY
SQUARE XL

ALU anthracite ALU bronze ALU metallic

TRAY SQUARE XL
W:40xL:59xH:3,5 cm

ICON TRAY 
ALU black
W:29xL:29xH:4,6 cm

SLIM TRAY 
STEEL black
W:18xL:32xH:2 cm

Customized edition for hotel

Customized edition for hotel
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